Lynne Irwin
Certified Facilitator Creative
Collaboration

Lynne is a certified and accredited Advanced Facilitator, coach and
supervisor. She meets people where they are and works with them to
build their confidence in themselves and, ultimately, their potential to
create and innovate. In short, her job is to enable others to connect their
own dots to produce insights.
Lynne knows that creativity shows up in a number of ways. Her process
starts with creating safety, then incorporates curiosity, listening, mirroring,
drawing and image exploration. Lynne excels at facilitating in the
moment, paying close attention to what emerges in a group and adjusting
as necessary, whether she is working with 1 person or 150. Her facilitation
is grounded in Somatics and Firo, and she believes strongly in the power
of individual choice.
Her work has included facilitation and coaching with world-renowned
brands, such as adidas, NGA HR, Lebara, Virgin Media and Reuters,
as well as with not for profit organisations and communities.
Recently, Lynne designed and co-delivered a Leadership Development
programme that aimed to enable strategic thinking rather than task
delivery, to deepen client-centricity and to facilitate innovation in
thinking and action. Lynne created an immersive programme with
blended content, including 360-degree feedback, a skills gym, action
learning and live events. The end result, as evidenced by feedback and
conversations, included leaders who became more emotionally intelligent,
were able to articulate an innovative leadership vision, formed a solid
support network and continue to access a range of tools to lead
excellence through creative thinking.
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Lynne’s qualifications include:
• BSc (1st class Honours) Psychology and Sociology
• Qualified Myers Briggs Practitioner
• Qualified NLP Coach and Practitioner
• Qualified FIRO Coach and Practitioner
• Qualified HAY Emotional Intelligence Assessor and Coach
• Qualified Somatic Coach
• Accredited Professional Executive Coach (Association for Coaching)
• Accredited Coaching Supervisor
• Accredited Advanced Level Facilitator (Association of Facilitators)
Lynne loves climbing mountains, both actually and metaphorically, and
always enjoy the challenge of coming back down and landing well rather
than focusing on reaching the peak.
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